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SYNOPSIS
Numerical methods for the analysis of the proximity effect in superconducting
microstructures in the dirty limit are formulated on the basis ofthe finite element
method. One- and two-dimensional cases are considered and third order Hermite
shape functions are used. The results are also' applicable to investigations of
electronic states in semiconductor superlattice structures.
1. INTRODUCTION
Microstructures including superconducting materials have a possibility to show
novel properties quite different from those of bulksolids. These properties are also im-
portant in relation to applications of superconducting materials to electronic devices. 1
In order to analyze the critical parameters of microstructures including supercon-
ductors, it is necessary to determine the behavior of the order parameter or the pair
potential. Since the superconducting proximity effect2 ,3 plays a very important role
in these structures, we have to take the geometry of the system properly into account
in such an analysis.
In this paper, we consider the system where the mean free path of electrons is
smaller than other characteristic lengths or the case in the dirty limit. This is one of
important cases in real structures and also greatly simplifies the theoretical treatment
of the proximity effect.
The proximity effect in the dirty limit has been first formulated by de Gennes2 and
extended to general inhomogeneous cases recently.3
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(2.1)
In early investigations,4 the results are limited to simple one-dimensional cases
where the analytical treatment is possible at least up to some stage. In order to
analyze the geometrical effect, it may be necessary to consider the case of two or
more space dimensions. We are thus forced to employ some numerical method even
in the simplest cases.
As a numerical method, the finite element method may be useful to take the effect
of geometry into account. The purpose of this paper is to give a formulation of
numerical analyses of the superconducting proximity effect based on this method.
We here note that the fundamental equation for electrons in the semiconductor
superlattices takes a similar form in the effective mass approximation. In relation
to applications to electronic devices, quantum states in this system also requires
considerations of geometrical effects. The result will also be useful in investigating
electronic states in semiconductor superlattices.
II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
The essential part of the analysis of the proximity effect3 is to obtain the eigenfunc-
tions cPn (r) of the operator 1 defined by
A n
L = - N(r) (V'r - aA(r)) . D(r)N(r)(V'r - aA(r)),
where D(r) is the diffusion tensor, N(r), the local density of states, A(r), the vector
potential, and
a = 2ie/lic.
We denote the eigenvalues of 1 by En j
The boundary conditions are
cPn(r) = continuous
and
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
n. N(r)D(r)(V'r _ aA(r))cPn(r) = { continuous (at interfaces), (2.5)
o (at surfaces),
n being the unit vector normal to interfaces or surfaces.
It is to be noted that the kinetic energy of an electron in semiconductor superlattices
is similar to the operator 1 with A = 0 in the effective mass approximation.
We define the inner product of functions 1T! and <I> as
Superconducting Microstructures
(\l1 , <p) =Jdr N (r) \l1 (r) <P (r).
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(2.6)
The operator} then becomes Hermitian and we assume that the eigenfunctions of
the operator L form a complete orthogonal set.
The critical parameters are determined by the condition
where
det 1Cnnl 1= 0, (2.7)
Cnn' = onnl - An 1 JdrN(r)4>n(r)V(r)N(r)4>nl(r), (2.8)[(4)n, 4>n)(4)nl, 4>nl)] 2
An = In(1.13 (kB 8 D + En)) + 1/J(!) -1/J(! + En ), (2.9)
kBT 2 2 41rkBT
v (r) is the (attractive) interaction between electrons, 1/J( x) is the digamma function,
and 8 D is the Debye temperature.
In the calculation of An we have followed the standard cutoff procedure2 ,5 of the
summation over the Matsubara frequency at the Debye temperature and implicitly
assumed that the latter is almost independent of the constituent materials.
We normalize the variables N(r), D(r), and r by their typical values No, Do, and
Lo and rewrite the equation as
Here
(£ - Cn) 4>(p) = 0.
p =r/Lo,
1
£ =- v(p) (\7 p - a) . v(p)o(p)(\7p - a),
v=N/No,
0= D/Do,
a = Lo(2ie/lic),
( liDo)Cn =En / L~ .
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
As No and Do we take the values of Nand D in the superconducting domain and, as
Lo, the characteristic scale of length of the system. We denote the components of p
by x, y, and z, as p = (x,y,z), and \7p simply by \7. We assume that D reduces to a
scalar D in what follows.
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III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
A. Analytical Treatment
When the structure of the system is simple, analytical treatment is possible up to
some stage of the analysis. As one of such examples, we here consider the case of
a bilayer composed of the normal and superconducting parts without the magnetic
field. Both parts are uniform and characterized by thicknesses dN and ds , the density
of states Nsand NN, the diffusion coefficient Ds and DN, and the effective interaction
between electrons Vs and VN : Parameters of superconducting and normal parts are
specified by subscripts Sand N, respectively. We define £0, No, Do, v, 0 by
£0 = d = ds + dN ,
No=Ns,
Do=Ds,
V=NNINs ,
o=DNIDs ,
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
and take the coordinate x so that (0, dN Id) is a uniform normal layer characterized
by v and 0, and (dN Id, 1),- a uniform superconducting layer.
In the normal and super parts, the eigenfunction is given respectively by
aN cos (kNx),
as cos [ks(l - x)],
with
enlo = k'iv,
k - CI/2ks-o N·
The boundary conditions at x = Xl = dNld are
aN cos(kNXI) = as cos[ks(1- Xl)],
voaNkNsin(kNxd = -asks sin[ks (1- Xl)],
or
where
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
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The eigenfunction is normalized so that
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or
(3.14)
all = ~~l [2k + sin 2k]
Xl [ 1/21 - Xl . 1/21 - Xl]. cos2k
+ 4kOl/2 2kO ~ + sm(2kO ~) cos2(hP/2(1 _ Xl)/Xl)' (3.15)
The matrix element included in the equation to determine the critical temperature
IS gIven as
(3.16)
where
(3.17)
In eq.(3.16) we take the appropriate limit when the denominator vanishes.
As shown above, the matrix element Cnn, are obtained analytically for this simple
case. Equation (2.7) itself, however, needs numerical comput'ations.
B. Hermite Shape Functions
In order to analyze general cases, it is necessary to use numerical methods to solve
eq.(2.7) even in one dimension. We here adopt the finite element method as one of
such procedures.
Noting the boundary conditions for the derivative, we use the Hermite interpolations
with the first order derivatives as the shape functions for each element. In the element
(Xl, X2), these functions are given by
Nl = 2s3 - 3s2 + 1,
- 3 2Nb:=L(s -2s +s),
N 2 = -283 + 352 ,
N2x = L(53 - s2),
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
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where L = X2 - Xl and s = (x - Xl)/L. They are characterized by their values and
derivatives at boundaries as shown in the next table;
¢(xd ¢'(xd ¢(X2) ¢'(X2)
Nl 1 0 0 0
NIx 0 1 0 0
N2 0 0 1 0
N2x 0 0 0 1
As shape functions we adopt NI, N2, NIx, and N2x where the latter two are defined
by
(3.22)
(3.23)
N _ NIx
Ix - v(xI)8(Xl)'
N2x
N2x = ( ) ( ).
. V X2 8 X2
When v and 8 have discontinuities at boundaries, values in these expressions are taken
to be the limiting values from inside of each element.
We divide the whole domain into n elements and expand the solution of our equation
by shape functions in each element specified by the superscript (l) as
(3.24)
When the element (l - 1) is placed to the left of the element (l), the values of the
solution and its derivative at the right-hand side of the element (l - 1) and those at
the left-hand side of the element (I), referring to the same node, are not independent.
This relation is generally expressed by the 2 x 2 interface matrix tel) (l ~ 2) as
[¢l')] _[t1'l' tl~] [¢~I-I)]A,(I) - t(l) tel) A,(I-l)' (3.25)
'PIx 21 ,22 'P2x
In the case of the Schrodinger equation where v and 8 are constant throughout
the whole space, the matrix t(l) reduces to the unit matrix. In the general case of
position dependent v or 8, however, the derivative of ¢ itself is not continuous at
discontinuities of these functions and t(l) is different from the unit matrix.
In our case, ¢ and v8(djdx)¢ are continuous. Therefore, when we use the shape
functions defined above, the matrix tel) is still the unit matrix. It is thus unnecessary
to take the boundary conditions between elements into account explicitly.
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We also note that, with magnetic field, the interface matrix takes the form
[tW = 1, ti~ = 0] [¢~I-I)]t(l) - * t(l) - 1 .J,(I-1)21 - , 22 - 'f'2x
with nonzero element t~? = * when vo has discontinuities.
c. Galerkin Equation
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(3.26)
The inner product of functions 'lJ and <I> is defined by the integral over the domain
of interest with the weighting function v( x):
('lJ, <I» = / dxv(x)'lJ(x)<I>(x). (3.27)
We rewrite our equation (2.10) into the weak form by taking the inner product with
the function "p which has the same form as the solution (3.24);
("p, (£ - c:) ¢) = 0,
where
We thus have
(3.28)
(3.29)
In dx v t J"pi') "pi~ "p~l) "p~~ J
I,m=l
(£ - c:) [N(m) N(m) N(m) N(m) J1 Ix 2 2x
= 0. (3.30)
Here [Fi~)J for the element (l) is defined by
(3.31)
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K~I) = 1 d c~N~I)~N(I)
'J Xl/O d • d J'(I) x X
M~I) = f dXl/N~I)N(I)
'J 1(1) • J'
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
and [Dij ] is defined only for the outermost elements as the value at the surface,
[ (I)] _ d (I)Dij - =fl/oNi dx N j ,
the upper and lower signs corresponding to the right-hand and left-hand surfaces,
respectively.
The Galerkin equation is obtained from (3.30) by equating the coefficient of 'l/J~') at
each node to zero, or superposing
c/>~')
c/>(I)[pH) ] h: =0 (3.35)c/>~I)
c/>(I)
2",
so as to collect the coefficient for the same node coming from adjacent element.
D. Boundary Conditions
. The boundary conditions at surfaces are that the derivative of c/> vanishes. As a
special case of the natural boundary conditions, our Galerkin equations with
[DW] = 0 (3.36)
give solutions satisfying these conditions. We thus discard [DW] in our Galerkin
equations.
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Here we extend our method to the case of two-dimensional structures. As in the
one-dimensional case, we assume no magnetic field and confine ourselves within the
analysis of the critical temperature.
Superconducting Microstructures
A. Division into Elements
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. We first divide the domain of our interest into triangular elements. In this process,
we try to keep to conserve as many symmetry properties, such as symmetry axes and
mirror planes, of the original domain as possible.
In each triangular element with vertices (in the counterclockwise order) PI (x b Yd,
P2(X2, Y2), and Pa(xa, Ya), we take the area coordinates (6,6,6) defined by
16 = 25 [(X2Ya - XaY2) + (Y2 - Ya)x - (X2 - xa)y] ,
16 = 25 [(XaYI - XIYa) + (Ya - YI)X - (xa - Xl)Y] ,
6=1-6 -6,
where 5 is the area of the element.
B. Shape Functions
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
As in the one-dimensional case, we use the third-order Hermite interpolations as
shape functions. Since the third order polynomial in x and Y (or 6 and 6) has ten
terms, we have ten degrees of freedom.
In two dimensions, each element has lines (sides) in common with adjacent elements,
instead of points (nodes) in the one-dimensional case. The boundary conditions are
and
</>n(X, y) = continuous
. ( ) '( )(l"7 _ ( )),1.. ( ) _ { continuous (at interfaces),
n /I X, Y u X, Y v p a x, Y 'Pn X, Y - (f)
. 0 at sur aces .
(4.4)
(4.5)
We denote n· \lp by a/an. Since the degrees of freedom of shape functions are limited,
we cannot satisfy all the boundary conditions at interfaces of elements in general.
After specifying the values of </> at three vertices, seven are left for each element. In
order to satisfy the continuity of </> on three sides, we have to specify, at each node,
the derivative of </> along two sides meeting there and take their values in common
with adjacent elements: On each side, </> is a polynomial of third order of a parameter
which changes linearly with the distance from one node, and values and derivatives on
both ends completely determine </>. We thus need six of remaining degrees of freedom.
Since there remains only one degree of freedom, we are not able to take explicitly
into account the boundary conditions on the derivatives of </> normal to interfaces.
Instead, we use it to specify the value at the center of mass Pa .
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In this case the shape functions for the element determined by Pl, P2 , and P3 above
are
N l = 6 (36 - 2~; - 766) ,
N2 =6 (36 - 2~~ -766),
N3 = 6 (1 +6 +6 - 2~; - 2~~ - 1166) ,
No=2766~3,
N23 = (X~3 + Y~3)l/266(6 - 6),
N 32 = (X~3 + Y~3)l/266(6 - 6),
. N3l = (X~l + Yil)l/266(6 - 6),
Nl3 = (X~l + YiJ l /266(6 - 6),
Nl2 = (X~2 + Y;2)l/266(6 - 6),
N2l = (X~2 +Y;2)l/266(6 - 6),
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
where Xij = Xi - Xj, etc. These functions are characterized by four values at three
vertices and the center of mass together with two derivatives along two sides at each
vertex;
Here
Ni(Pj) = Oij, Ni(Pa) = Pij . \1pNk(~) = 0,
Na(Pa ) = 1, Na(Pi) = Pij . \1pNk(~) = 0,
Pij . \1pNji(Pk) = Ojk, Nij(Pk) = 0, Nij(PO ) = o.
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
Pi is the position of the vertex Pi, and i, j, k, l = 1,2,3.
One of another possibilities may be to satisfy the continuities of ¢ and voa¢/an
at the center of three sides in the expense of six degrees of freedom. In this case,
the value of ¢ becomes discontinuous on the sides when we move from one element
to another: Third order polynomial is not uniquely determined by values at three
points.
It is also possible to specify two derivatives in x- and y- directions at three vertices.
The shape functions are then given by
N l =6 (36- 2~; - 766),
N2 =6 (36 - 2~~ -766),
N3 =6 (1 + 6 + 6 - 2~; - 2~~ - 1166) ,
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
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Na = 27666, (4.23)
Nlx =6 [x3l6(1- 6) +(2Xl - X2 - x3)e2(1 - 6) - 2Xl266], (4.24)
Nly =6 [Y3l6(1- ed + (2Yl - Y2 - Y3)6(1- 6) - 2Yl266], (4.25)
N2x = 6 [-xl2e2(1 - 6) + (2X2- Xl - x3)6(1 - 6) + 2Xl26e2] , (4.26)
N2y = 6 [-Yl26(1- 6) + (2Y2 - Yl - Y3)6(1- 6) + 2Yl266], (4.27)
N3x = 6 [-X316(1- 6) + X236(1- 6) + 2(2x3 - Xl - x2)66], (4.28)
N3y =6 [-Y316(1- 6) + Y236(1- 6) + 2(2Y3 - Yl - Y2)66]. (4.29)
These function are characterized by the values and derivatives at vertices and the
center of mass as
8 8
Ni(Pj )= Oij, Ni(Pa) = 8xNi(Pj) = 8yNi(Pj) = 0, (4.30)
8 8
Na(Pa )= 1, Na(Pi) = 8x Na(Pi) = 8y Na(Pi) = 0, (4.31)
8 - - - 8 -8x Nix(Pj )= Oij, Nix(Pj ) = Nix(Pa) = 8y Nix(Pj) = 0, (4.32)
8 - - - 8 -
8yNiy(PJ = OiJ' Niy(Pj ) = Niy(Pa ) = 8xNiY(Pj) = 0, (4.33)
where i, j = 1,2,3. We may then define NIx,' .. ,N3y as
(4.34)
(4.35)
where VOi is the value of v(x, y)6(x, y) at Pi (or limiting value from inside of the
element when discontinuous),
(4.36)
and impose the continuities of v08¢/8x and v08¢/8y at three nodes. In this case,
however, the tangential component of vo'iJ¢ also satisfy the same boundary condi-
tions as the normal component instead of the correct ones and the discontinuity of ¢
appears.
Considering that the condition on ¢ is more fundamental and the simplicity of
numerical procedures, we adopt the continuity of ¢ along the sides as the conditions
to be satisfied by the remaining freedom in what follows.
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C. Galerkin Equation
n
'" = ""' [N(I) N(I) N(I) N(I) N(I) N(I)]
'I-' L.J 1 2 3 G 23' .• 21
1=1
We express the solution as a superposition of the above shape functions as
cP~')
cP~')
(4.37)
",(I)
'1-'21
and rewrite the original equation into the weak form by taking the inner product with
the function "p which has the same form as cP:
("p, (£ - e)cP} = 0,
where
n
"p = L: ["pi') "p~l) ... 1/J~'{ ]
1=1
(4.38)
(4.39)
N (I)21
We thus have
in dxdy v t ["pi/) "p~l) ... "p~'{]
l,m=1
n
=""' [.1,(1) .1,(1) .,,(1)] [F(l)]L.J '1-'1 '1-'2 ••• '1-'21 I)
1=1
Here
",(I)
'1-'21
= o.
",(m)
'1-'21
(4.40)
[p.(I)] = [K~I)] - e [M~I)] + [D(I)]I) I) I) I)'
K~I) = 1 dxdyv6'VN~I) .. 'VN(I)
I) (I) I) I
M~I) = j dxdyv N~I)N(I)
I) (I) I) I
and [D~i)] is defined for elements on the boundary as
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
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D~~) = ( da1l6NP)~N~I). (4.44)
IJ la(l) 1 an J
Final equations are obtained by setting the coefficient of .,prl) at each node to be
zero, or by superposing
=0 (4.45)
..J.(I)
'f'21y
so as to collect coefficients for the same node coming from neighboring elements.
D. Boundary Conditions
In our case, the boundary condition at the surface is
a
an cP = O. (4.46)
This is a typical case of the natural boundary condition. Therefore our solution is
obtained from the equation for <p~l) for all nodes with [D~)] = O.
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